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	Programming Atlas, 9780596526726 (0596526725), O'Reilly, 2006
Learn how to deliver richer, more interactive web experiences to your users using ASP.NET "Atlas," Microsoft's new framework for building Ajax-savvy web sites. Web developers of all persuasions have embraced the Ajax suite of technologies (Javascript, HTTP, XML and more) as a way to implement pages that are faster, livelier and more desktop-like in their behavior. Now Atlas brings the power of Ajax to ASP.NET 2.0 developers with controls, script libraries and server support that delivers engaging results without the pain that writing complex JavaScript can entail. Better yet, Atlas web pages are standards based and even run cross-browser.

Programming Atlas is not just another "drag and drop" ASP.NET 2.0 book, but dives into the technologies that make it work. You'll begin with a tour of the technologies most often associated with Ajax, from JavaScript and XMLHttpRequest to JSON and the DOM. With the fundamentals in place, author JavaScript expert Christian Wenz unpacks the Atlas framework and shows you how to put its tools to work. You'll learn to:

	
    Understand the architecture of Atlas and the role played by server
 conrols, such as ScriptManager and UpdatePanel

    
	
    Use core Atlas controls and extenders to build more interactive pages with text fields that autocomplete, user input that is validated, controls that can be dragged and dropped, and much more

    
	
    Bind, display, and update data without causing the entire page to refresh and use the Atlas web services bridge to consume third-party services beyond the domain of your application

    
	
    Incorporate Microsoft Virtual Earth into an application, use Atlas with Web Parts, and create a Windows Live Gadget 

    
	
    Use Atlas with PHP and explore other non-Microsoft Ajax tools for ASP.NET
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Program Arcade Games: With Python and PygameApress, 2015

	
		
			Learn and use Python and PyGame to design and build cool arcade games. In Program Arcade Games: With Python and PyGame, Second Edition, Dr. Paul Vincent Craven teaches you how to create fun and simple quiz games; integrate and start using graphics; animate graphics; integrate and use game controllers; add sound and...




		

Modern Database Management (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
STUDY.MODERN DATABASE MANAGEMENT WITH THE LATEST COVERAGE!  

	Complete SQL Coverage! Now two full chapters on SQL (Chapters 7 and 8) provide a thorough introduction to SQL, plus advanced material with examples.
	Internet Database...



		

Global Positioning Systems, Inertial Navigation, and IntegrationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
This book constitutes an excellent source for understanding the basic operation of the Global Positioning Systems (GPS). It also allows the reader to take the first steps towards understanding how the Kalman Filter is implemented in the estimation of drifting parameters of the GPS. The "Kalman Filter Basics" chapter is preceded by a...




	

Macs All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Welcome to the wonderful world of the Mac! Whether you’ve just decided to switch from Windows or you’ve been using a Mac for awhile and want to take advantage of all its bells and whistles, Macs All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies is the perfect guidebook to Mac land.
    You probably already know that Macs were made for...


		

Hacker Web Exploitation UncoveredA-LIST Publishing, 2005
Written from both from the attacker's and security specialist's perspective, this thorough guide uncovers how attackers can benefit from the hosted target and why an apparently normal-working application might be vulnerable.

A description and analysis of the vulnerabilities caused by programming errors in Web applications, this book is...


		

ASP.NET 3.5: A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
What distinguishes the web hobbyist from the professional developer is the ability to store and retrieve data from a server over the Internet. Some readers may have made that step with PHP or Perl, and for them the journey has already begun. For others, ASP.NET 3.5 is just the next step in the growth and development of ASP.NET. For them, much will...
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